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BLOUSE „MEDA“
Simplify your charming style
with this linen blouse. Pastel
coloured sleeveless top
boasts a lightweight linen
fabrication with partial
button placket. Straight back
yoke with shirred detail and
straight hemline - is perfect
choice whether to wear it as
a top or under any jacket.
Available in colours – white,
light blue, soft pink and
natural.
Sizes available: 36-54

BLOUSE „LIEPA“
Designed with an easy, boxy fit,
scoop neckline and medium
sleeves with button closure at
cuffs, this knee length dress
boasts the front hand patch
pockets and natural texture of
linen in a lightweight fabric that
is casual yet sophisticated.

Available in colours:
white/ striped grey;
white/striped white

Sizes available:
36-54

DRESS „FLORA“
Fashion is about comfort and
this three-layer long dress is
just that. Go for this flared
design dress that comes with
back button fastening and
loose silhouette
This light linen ruffled dress is
perfect for throwing over your
bikini and heading out.
Summer style is easy with our
pretty frill detailed and
colourful dress.
Available in colours:
white/grey/anthracite;
white/beige/pink
Sizes available:
S/M - 164cm; 170cm
M/L - 164cm; 170cm;

DRESS „SOFIJA“
Absolute customer’s favourite.
Elegant yet versatile, suitable
for both fancy dinners and
casual weekends. Features
elbow sleeves, handy side
pockets, round neckline
and wide double wrapped
belt. Solid colours makes the
dress even more ideal for all of
your upcoming special events.

Available in colours:
raspberry; anthracite and
yellow ochre

Sizes available: 36-54

DRESS „UOGA“
Upgrade your wardrobe with
this printed linen dress.
Sleeveless day dress in a fitand-flare silhouette. Classic
round neckline, gathered detail
at waist and dual hand pockets.
Polka dots and re-attachable
ribbon decorated shoulders are
perfect for the romantics.

Available in colours:
beige and light blue

Sizes available:
36-50

SKIRT „GRETA“
This unique medium length
skirt boasts an allover plaid or
solid design with a classic
silhouette that is perfect for
the office. Wide top stitch
detailing along the hem with
button closure at side.
This lightweight linen skirt is
perfect pairing with anything

Sizes available:
36-46

Available in colours:
grey gingham and
anthracite

SKIRT „KOPA maxi“
Long skirt with side pockets.
This skirt features zipper at the
side and higher waist for full
comfort.
A timeless, floor-grazing skirt in
classic a-shaped silhouette,
that falls gracefully because of
the weight of fabric plays the
main role in this model.

Available in colours:
grey and blue

Sizes available:
36-46

SKIRT „KOPA midi“
A go-to wardrobe addition:
higher waist, zip-side fastening,
inseam pockets, classic ashaped silhouette is loose and
comfortable. Ending with ruffled
waist hems, this skirt has
anything you may need from a
medium length summer skirt.
Pair it with a T-shirt or a blouse
to create different looks and
styles.

Available in colours:
grey and blue

Sizes available:
36-46

JUMPSUIT „MARIJA“
You're sure to turn some heads
in this short sleeve jumpsuit
with self-tie belt. Full-length
jumpsuit boasts a fitted bodice
with medium wide-leg pants.
Concealed sidek zip
closure.Take your office
fashion up to a next level.

Available in colours:
raspberry, soft pink and
grey brown

Sizes available:
36-52

LONG VEST „VAKARĖ“
The vest comes in a heavy-weight
linen, which is suitable for all-season
clothing. Decorative stitching and
spacious pockets make this vest
timeless and suitable for numerous
occasions. This piece is one of the
wardrobe items you will reach for to
create various looks throughout the
year.

Available in colours:
anthracite and beige

Sizes available:
36-54

JACKET „NONA“
Mid-weight oversized fit blazer
made for a smart look. You
can't go wrong with this long
sleeves, decorative inseam
pockets and large buttons
closure jacket - it can be worn
in office as a main choice, or at
any leisure day as a
comfortable top.

Available in grey plum
colour

Sizes available:
36-40

TROUSERS „ELZĖ“
Pop from home to party with
no fuss in this pair of versatile
linen trousers. Self-tie
waistband that is comfortable
and easy to pull on, the fine
pinstripe design makes them
smart. The medium-rise waist
and loose, wide-leg fit gives a
relaxed edge that can be
dressed up in an instant with
any shoes of your choice.

Available in colours:
beige and grey

Sizes available:
36-52
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